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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

"Biotechnology in the Communit._y; stimulating agro-industrial develooment 

1. The Community has f,)r several years been seeking to promote the development 
of a competitive and profitable biotechnology industry in Europe. The research 
and training programme, the concertation activity, and the development of 
appropriate regulatory regimes for the protection of health and environment, all 
contribute to this aim. 

15 the recent 
making these 

2. A major advance for the Community's biotechnology industry 
Council Decision (25 March 1986) on new sugar and starch regimes, 
materials available dl costs closer to those of the world ma~kPt, 

reinforcing our industry's competitiveness. 
thus 

3. The use of biotechnology aims to add value to agriculttwal ~roducts, and 
will maintain, and even accelerate, the gt'Owth of agricultul"a] produt::tivity. 
Given the current situation of agriculture, ill Europe as elsewhere in the world, 
it is clear that progress in biotechnology must be directed mainly towards input 
and cost reduction in existing activities. <:tnd tow;:ttYis enabling new 
opportunities for the pr·ofi table use of agricultural pt'oduct:s tc• be developed, 
while reducing environmental impacts. Diversification of production and the 
capture of new industrial markets through advances in plant and animal science 
or in the processing of agricultural outputs, are aims which will <at least in 
the medium to long term> both contribute to agricultural policy objectives, and 
strengthen the foundations of Europe's biotechnology industry. 

4. This Discussion Paper announces the intention of the Commi:::.sion to pt'opose 
later this year, after further consultation, a substantial programme of pilot 
<:tnd related activities at the agt'o-industri,3l inte~'face, .=:1s envis<:t,<Sed in the 
Commission's published guic.lel ines fot' the Framework Programrrn:• of technology, 
resea~ch and development <1987-1991 ). An indicative list of examples of the 
types of project to be encouraged is included in section 7. Both in the 
general analysis a~j in the spe2ific proposals, potential environmental 
i:nplic:cttions <benefici;:tl or adverse) are discusseci. 

5. Publicity for this <:mnouncement, .::tnd possibly a formal "e:c:tll for 
expressions of interest", will help to stimuL:.1te cieb.=:tte on the ideC:!s hel'e 
presented, and the submission of specific suggestions for the detailed content 
of the future programme. 

6. This Discussion Paper demonstrC:!tes the relationship of biotechnology to 
agro-industrial development. It supports and complements existing Community 
policies, e.g. as elaborated in the Green Paper and in COMI85l 750, "A future 
for European agriculture", and in COM< 86 )76, "New Directions in Environment 
Policy". The aim is to encourage innovations aimed at profit<:tble and 
self-supporting longer-term developments, compatible with the protection of the 
environment. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

1.1 In paralle~ with the "Great Debate" on the future of European 
agriculture there has been increasing debate about biotechnolQgy: about 
the promotion, exploitation and management of the recent advances in our 
understanding and control of living materials and systems; and, at the 
same time, about the development of appropriate regulatory systems to 
protect man and the environment from unforeseen dangers. For these 
advances bring opportunities and threats, challenges pervasive across 
agriculture, science, technology, industry and environmental protection -
challenges, in short, to secure the benefits of the wide-ranging new 
techniques while at the same time ensuring that any associated risks can 
be foreseen and contained. 

1 r; This document seeks to complement the Green Paper 1 by focussing on 
the nature of the new opportunities at the interface of agriculture and 
industry, on how they are to be promoted and expanded in the medium and 
long terms, and on the actions therefore necessary today to this end, 
while ensuring the protection of the environment. It announces the 
intent ion of the Commission to prepal'e over the coming months a 
significctnt and relevant progrc·tmme of agro-industrial pilot projects <:md 
related preparatory activities; through an extensive process of 
consultation and discussion with the various interests involved, inviting 
their suggestions and proposals for such projects, in line with the 
objectives and the considerations presented below. 

Such an 1n1t1ative should not be seen in isolation. The major 
principles and <:tctions for the future evolution of the Community's 
agricultural policy have been outlined elsewhere1 . PrioritJes for 
environmental protection policy have recently been announced . The 
Community's current research programmes, particularly in agriculture, 
biotechnology, energy and environment, are well established, and 
proposals for their future development are include~ in the Commission's 
guidelines for the new Framework Programme, 1987-91~. This document 

< i) is complementary to, and proposes to make use of, existing and 
proposed research programmes; including in particular the current 
and envisaged programmes in biotechnology, agricultural research, 
<:~nd food technology; 

<iil is complementc:~ry to existing agricultural policy and supportive of 
the evolution of the agricultural sector; 

<iii> does not yet define cornp1•ehensively and in detail the particulc:H~ 

agro-industrial projects and activities to be supported, but rather 

"Perspectives of the CAP" <Green Paper> C0Mt85>333, July 1985, and leading up 
to the communication COMC85>750, "A future for European agriculture", 
December 1985. 

2coM<86>76, "New Directions in Environment Policy". 
"'1 
..JCOM (86) 129, 17 Mal~ch 1986, "The Scientific <:·md Technological Community: 
Guidelines for a new Community Framework Programme of technology, research and 
development, 1987-1991". 
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Civ> focusses upon the creation of a supportive and encouraging 
framework, and suggests how biotechnology might help to open up new 
opportunities, with benefit simultaneously to the Community's 
agriculture and its bio-industries, while at the same time ensuring 
adequate protection of the environment. 

1 .3 Through the creation of a competitive market environment and through its 
other policies, the Community can promote mot'e effective cooperation 
between Europe's agriculture, its industry and its science. New patterns 
are emerging, and Europe's farmers and scientists, technologists and 
industrialists, have the skills and the assets required to master them. 

1 . L, The most promising innovations will not typically be identified in the 
central Ministries and Commission offices ; but the public authorities, 
ano 1n particular Community policies, can and must create a framework 
within which there is, on the one hand, incentive <which motivates 
fanner, technologist and industl'ialist to work together for objectives 
meeting the defined needs of the Community, and in particular the needs 
of the market) and, on the other hand, a responsive regulatory system 
<which can ensure an adequate degree of protection of man, animals and 
the environment without discouraging development>. 

2. IHE WORLD CONTEXT 

2.1 There is a continuing shift throughout the world towards higher 
productivity in all branches of agriculture. Food sm'pluses are 
emerging i11 many places, particularly in Western Europe and North America 
with their nearly static populations, but now including such countries as 
Indict c"'nd Indonesia, formerly, but no longer m<::1jor food impor·tel'S. Wot,lc:! 
supply of grain per head has outpaced population growth <see Figure 1 l. 
The search for new outlets for agricultural production, and the need for 
agro-industrial developme:1t, are therefore by no means limited to Europe. 

2.2. In global competitive terms, the United States occupies the world's most 
favoured oosition for leading an agro-industrial revolution. It combines 
an abundance c.f unuseci or under-used land, strengths in 2tll th·~ Pe levant 
industrial fi<?lds and underlying sciences, ,:1 <21)her•mt and relatively 
s-:,tcict environmental policy (although their grain production h.:::tS been at 
s•:.rne czst to the environment l and cl large hom•? rn<:wket. The 1 92.4 OT!\ 
report affirms this position and P~'edicts that ctlre<:lc.iy by 1990 JS 
million tonnes of maize, equivalent to 21 million tonne~:; of starch, will 
be used in the US to produce chemicals. If this does happen substanti.:::•l 
addition.::1l amounts of COl'li gluten products will be copr,)duced ,,md add 
further to ~he pressure on world animal feed markets, which have already 
had to o:1bsorb the corn gluten products a:.;~;oc:i-:1ted ~>lith us isogluc:oc?e 
production. 

2. 3 In contrast; J.:::1pan is short of land, must find rat" r11ateri<:1l suppliers to 
CQmplement its strong industrial and research cap<Jbilities if it is to 
compete effectively in the developing revolution, and has a smaller home 
market than Europe. 

2.4 The Community has some big advantages in agro-industrial development. It 
has much more land than the Japanese, and the continued 1ncrease of 
prc,ductivity gradually allows more of this to be rno.'tde C:IVclil.::!ble for nt>w 
uses. It has a strong agricultut'al base, thanks to its ,-=tgr'ic:ulturdl 

·4 Cvrmner"c:ic:1l Biotechnology: An International Analysis, Jan. 19GL,, Office of 
Technology Assessment, Library of Congress Catalog Card No. SL,-601000 p.6 
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policy, which has made possible the achievement of the high.:>st yields of 
grain per hectare of any in the world <see Figure 2>; although excessive 
inputs of some agrochemicals and certain farming practices have led to 
environmental problems. 

2. 5 It hC:ts a powE·rful chemical industry, bigger than those of the United 
States and Japan, that is strongly innovative in the biological field, 
holding, for example, three quarters of the world market in industrial 
enzymes. It has a strong and innovative pharmaceutical industry. 

These industrial strengths rest on an equally powerful and diverse pure 
and applied research base in the natural sciences that has produced many 
of the world's recent Nobel prize winners in these fields. 

Europe is also the world's largest trading bloc, 
internal market. 

based on a large 

2.6 We in Europe must therefore use and develop all our strengths if we are 
to play a leading role in agro-industrial development. We must find 
profitable WC:tys to 1 ink agriculture to industry 1n order to avoid 
becoming dependent on the efforts of others for an increasing proportion 
of our biologically-based industrial products. 

2. 7 Moreover it needs to be borne in mind that, if Europe were to reduce 
significantly its dependence upon imports of agricultural raw materials, 
this would undoubtedly have serious impacts on agriculture and the 
economies <and, hence, possible land use and environmental developments) 
in developing countries. It is therefore necessary <in parallel with 
our own evolution towards the new agro- industrial phe:,se of our own 
development) to continue and reinforce existing Community efforts to 
assist these countries to improve their agriculture and to secure 
environmentally sustainable rural development. Biotechnology may well 
be. able to contribute substantially to these aims. 

3. PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH: FROM PROBLEMS TO OPPORTUNITIES 

3.1 The growth of productivity in agriculture is the result of many advances 
in farming practice, based on technological and biologic<:1l progress. 
Biotechnology, based on recent and continuing breakthroughs in basic 
biological science, will maintain or even accelerate the increase of 
productivity. It might therefore appear inevitable that it will lead to 
ever greater problems. 

3.2 However, such problems l'esult not only 
economic context, and by developing, 
potential of the new technologies, 
transformed into opportunities. 

from technology. 
exploring and 
the problems 

By modifying the 
demonstrating the 
may gradually be 

3.3 Thus the growth of productivity - to increase outputs, or pe1~aps more 
importantly, to reduce inputs - will be fully acceptable and indeed 
essential, so long as it is addressed to products for which ~here exist 
market opportunities, and generates environmental benefits. The p~licy 
framework must enable technological innovation gains to be managed for 
the benefit of the farmer and society. 

3.4 The Corrmunity is still the largest importer in the world of asricultural 
and forest products. The Commission has already indicated, in the Green 
Paper, the need to encourage research for the development of new use~ for 
agricultural products <particularly in non-food sectors> and alternative 
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product10n act1v1t1es for products in which the Community is still in 
deficit. Biotechnology can also contribute to a greater differentiation 
of product qua 1 it ies in a 11 areas, in response to user requirements, 
particularly the demands of industry. Finally, it can help agriculture 
to take fuller account of the needs of environmental protection. 

3.5. Each of these aspects- diversification of agricultural production, the 
needs of manufacturing industry, and environmentc:1l Pl'Otect ion - is 
further discussed in sections 4 and 5 below. 

4. IMPORTANT FIELDS FOR DEVELOPMENT: RAW MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRY, QUALITY 
IMPROVEMENT AND IMPORT SUBSTITUTION 

4.1 In its Green Paper and the document "A future for European agriculture••1 , 
the Commission has already indicated the results of it~; pt'eliminary 
reflections on new uses for agricultural products, alternative production 
activities and the needs of environmental PJ'otection in the course of 
agricultural practices. At the same time, it expressed its view on the 
opportunities and limitations regarding the realis0tion of new openings, 
given the evolution of agricultural revenue and public expenditures. It 
is clearly stated that the profitability of production, obtained 
primarily through reduction of costs <:md wi thC'ut further· commitment of 
public funds for market support should be the principal objective tel 
promote the competitiveness of agricultural and industr·ial products on 
both Community and external markets. It is apprC'priate to make maximum 
use of the possibilities offered by biotechnology for the realisation of 
these objectives. Europe, with its first-rate skills in the biological 
sciences <md its powerful industry <food, anim<:tl feed. chemicdl, 
pharmaceutical, forest products .... ) has an outstanding c•pportuni ty to 
make use of an emerging domestic asset. But it will require a meciiur11 to 
long term effort, jointly conducted by scienc~. industry and agriculture, 
environment<:tl ists C~nd consumers, to discover Z:tnd to dev.:.lop tc· full sc<:tl•~ 
the potential new opportunities. 

4.2 Tlie se:<-1le of the potential opportunity 1n import st~bstitution 1s 

theoretically vast: Europe imports over 20 m. tonnes p.a. of anio,al feed, 
over 4 m. tonnes p.a. of vegetable oils <:·mel f.::1ts, .:::tnd 1~?0 m. cubic metres 
p.a. of forest products. About 00 m. tonnes of oil equivalent are used 
cmnually as chemic<:tl feedstock- most of it impcrted. 8ut the extent-to 
which such oppor'tunities for substitution might ultimately be t'ealized 
vJill depend on the economic factors and con~;traim::; nc·ted <:tbove, not to 
rnent ion considE·r~at ions of the Community's commerci.::tl po:iicy. 

4.3 In the food and feeci industries much more attention to wh.::tt e:an be solei 
on the market i:.:; etlready being given by fetrmers and m.::1nufacturers 1n 
response to ir1creased consumer awareness and so~~istication. 

Ful'thet' technical efforts will cectainly be made to improve the quality 
of the crops used. Obvious objectives that could be more actively 
pursued with existing technology include progress towards the development 
of nutritionally superior plants, e.g. lupin, or varieties of barley and 
maize and many other species that are rich in essenti<.1l amine' acids, 
while still maintaining yield, particularly for use in ~1imal feed. 

New industrial processes will also 
<.igr·icultur·al p!'Ociucts, for example 
better-balanced high-protein foods. 

be c;eveloped 
by converting 

~-
L() 

them 
add value 
i;1to new 

to 
and 
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4.4 In forestry there is an apparent <but by no means easy> opportunity to 
reduce the Community's imports of wood, and products made from woo<::' and 
wood fibre, which amount to about 501 of total use and cost well over 
15,000 million ECU, by susbstituting domestic production. The 
Commission has recently stated its aims and intentions in this sector5 . 

". 5 In the cheoliG{;ll industry there is a considerable technical potential to 
expand the use of agricultural feedstocks. Over the last decade the 
incentive to use agricultural crops for industrial purposes has increased 
as fossil hydrocarbons have become dearer relative to agricultural 
products. The recent collapse of the oil price does not alter the 
economic and strategic logic of reducing dependence on fossil resources, 
and replacing it by greater use of renewable materials. At the same 
time, our ability to respond to this incentive has begun to increase 
through improvements in plant breeding and industrial technology, which 
are making it possible to breed plants more suited for industry, and to 
make better industrial use of them. 

4.6 New techniques in plant genetics now promise to increase still further 
the plant breeder's control of crop quality following rapid recent 
advances in R&D, particularly within the last two years ; and partly as a 
result of work carried out within the Commission's Biomolecular 
Engineering Programme (1982-1986>. 

A major effort is now being made, worldwide, with private and public 
finance, to develop plant breeding using the newly available methods. 
To facilitate the integration of these new methods with the traditional -
and still essential - skills of the plant breeder, significant structural 
changes are taking place; creating new alliances to bring together seed 
companies and companies with strengths in molecular biology, basic 
science and biotechnology e.g. manufacturers of herbicides, 
fertilisers, pharmaceuticals, energy products and processed foods. 

4. 7 The progressive achievement in agriculture of greater control over the 
quality of products and the corresponding tendency for product value to 
become more related to quality than to- quantity precisely echoes a 
similar trend in industry, towards greater value per tonne of output, 
through "informatisation" and "de~aterialisation" as described in reports 
by the Community's FAST programme . 

4. 8 Plant breeders are becoming more ambitious, although the trc-1d it ional 
skills of classical breeding remain fully relevant. But the new 
sciences will powerfully amplify these. For example, genetic engineers 
are now targetting commodity oilseed crops such as soybean and rapeseed 
<colza), to Pl'Oduce high-value specialty oils, containing an abundance of 
CHl' c12 _ a:·,? c14_.fatty a~id residues instead of mainly c16 or greater. 
Such spec1a11ty o11s, typically extracted from coconut and palm kernel, 
are almost exclusively imported from tropical areas. They are valued 
for the cl-2 and c14 residues needed for detergent manufacture and the c10 for plast1c:isers. If current efforts are successful the cost of 011 
used in the manufacture of detergents may be reduced by half, perhaps 
moving the balance of advantage decisively away from fossil hydrocarbons 

5 COM (85) 792 final - 14.01 .86. Forestry. 

6Forecasting and l\ssessment in Science and Technology. The report on the 
first programme (1978-83) is available in English: "Eurofutures: the 
challenges of irmovation", Butterworths, London, 1984, and in French: "Europe 
1995: mutations technologiques & enjeux sociaux", Futuri~les, Paris, 1983. 
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to commodity oilseeds as the favoured feedstock for detergent 
manufacture; for even in 1980 .45~7 of the world's detergents were made 
from natural oils and fats <Table 1) 

Table 1: Natural oils and fats as a raw material for 
chemicals <percent) 

Share in raw materials 1980 1990 

Coatings 40 B0 
Detergents .45 70 
Plasticisers 1 5 30 
Adhesives 1 5 
Agrochemicals 10 25 
Thermoplastics 2 I ... 
Lubricants 20 30 

4.9 In principle many organic chemicals now derived from fossil hydrocarbons 
could be made from agricultural sources. The European Council of 
Chemical Manufacturers' Federation CCEFIC> recently indicated~ that 
industrial use of oils and fats is of about 3,0 million tons to produce a 
wide range of products. A large part of the curr;mt EC product ion of 
oils and fats does not correspond to quality requirerr.ents because of 
their distributions of chain lengths, their degree of satut'ation, and 
functional propel'ties. The Community has then:fo1'e <:1n interest in 
developing a programme for oil-producing pl<:1nts c:<:1p<:-1ble of being gJ'Ovm 
under climatic conditions existing within the Community. 

There is also a n~ed to develop in the long term research 
productive of sugat'S, and st al'ches in mol ecu lCir 
corresponding to the requirements of the cherr.ical industry 
6.3) 

on plants more 
for~1s bettE:r 
(see paPagr·aph 

4.1 0 The bG>st opport~ni tie~.; for expansic'n exist for th-:= 01<:1nufacture of 
higher-pri.2cd )-Jl'oducts, the "specialty cll,:.micals" to which the industry 
is aJ.r~:-c,,.i· :ur;Jing in the f,::;ce c,f new corr.petition in buL: .:::hemicals from 
th~:: H idcJ:i. e E-351: and e lsevJhet'e . How"=ver. bulk pt'(":iucts such '~'15 
bio-ethanol 0r 0tl1ers should not be 0xcluJeci from consideration, provided 
th~t dcvel~~ments offer a prospect of meeting the same economic criteria 
c::~nd cc·nstr-aints <:15 ,~~i'E' inciic<.:1ted in -4.1. c:~nd which apply to all the 
de·.,clopn•·_,nt.:-~ di:-"cu'.;;s . .::cJ i;·t this document. 

4.! 1 In .cdJ. ·~hese Cih:El:o, the developments needed wilJ ctlso stimulate 
i:;::;~_h:-c,J,,,sica:. ·.~ar:,(J!Ji.2iti'2s uf relevanc<::> to the Community's competitive 
~:;trength in worlci liiciT-·k:::ct~;, fo;.' agr-icultural and industrial goods ~md 
sGrvic::os. The aim of the initiatives pcoposed in this document_ is to 
stimulate th0sc developments. and the exploitation of the opportun1ties 
di~Jcussed above. 

is ta:(en from: "'~Ji,•w1.st:'y ..:.-tnci Biology - an interf.::1ce in 
Ch,,·;:r:istry ,::Jnd Industr'y pp 4fj.~--489 (19['.2\. 

oils" 1 by 

8"Us'::- r)f Agricultur<:1l i~d..r r,·;.::tteri,-,:ls i.:-1 u-~,-· Eur·opec:1n Chemicc:tl lndustt'Y". C£FIC 
1 

l'tat'ch 1 985 
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~.12 To gain the maximum value from these trends a closer partnership between 
agriculture, industry and science is needed. Crops must be designed for 
market needs ; chosen and developed with a view to product quality, and 
taking account of the land and the climatic zones most suited to them 
and of environmental factors. Agriculture and industrial practice will 
both be helped to improve their production techniques. 

5. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS 

5.1 The central feature of Community environmental policy, as restated in the 
Commission's recent C~mmunication to the Counci 1, "New Directions in 
Environmental Policyn 2 , is the preventive approach to potential 
environmental problems an approach which, by prior assessment and 
action, seeks to avoid adverse impacts arising. The European Council 
has stressed that environmental protection policy can contribute to 
improved economic growth and job creation, and has affirmed its intention 
to give it the dimension of an essential component of the economic, 
industrial, agricultural and social policies implemented by the Commw1ity 
and by its Member States. 

Against this background it is essential that, especially in relation to a 
new development such as that discussed in this Discussion Paper, measures 
to ensure the protection of the environment must be fully integrated in 
the action foreseen, from the outset. 

5. 2 It is already clear that biotechnology, appned in the field of 
agriculture, has the potential for both adverse and beneficial 
consequences for the environment. Both agriculture and the environment 
can benefit from solutions offered to problems which at present are 
intractable; e.g. new uses for wastes or by-products; more efficient use 
of fertilisers and improved possibilities to fix atmospheric nitrogen; 
the development of pest-resistant crops and animals; and the continued 
development of low-volume, non-persistent, biodegradable pesticides !such 
as the synthetic pyrethrins). The resultant opening up of new markets 
and enterprises through biotechnology should be such as to prov1oe an 
economic incentive to the farmer to maintain C:.ind enhance the rurc:tl 
fabric. 

5.3 

It is too soon to judge the potential effects on patterns of land-use of 
the agro-industrial developments discussed in this Discussion Paper but, 
if they led to a wider and more diversified agriculture <which is 
conceivable), that too could be environmentally beneficial. 

On the other hand, other major impacts, 
environmental policy, are that there could be 

1 l changes in farm structure and employment; 

of direct relevance to 

2) increased pressure for industries to buy and operate farmlands for 
the production of specialized raw materials for their industrial 
operations <with associated questions of soil quality and erosionl; 

3) a possible tendency in some regions towards monocultures centered 
on industrial needs, that is, large areas of single-crop 
production, no fallow lands, and ensuing implications for the use 
of agricultural chemicals; 
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4) unforeseen consequences: 

- those linked to the deliberate or accidental release of modified 
organisms into the environment, <for the assessment of which the 
Community's new research act ior. programme in biotechnology 
C1985-89l contains a number of relevant projectsl; 

water and 
requirements: 

air 

~ 

pollution and t•Jast e management 

- impacts on wildlife, habitats ~nd ecological diversity. 

5.4 It is important that the investigation and evaluation of these potential 
environmental impacts should be vigorously pursued, so that appropriate 
policies to protect the environment can be developed and implemented. 

6. BIOTECHNOLOGY AND AGRO-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN EUROPE 

6.1. The Community 
the Council, 
supportive of 
follows: 

actions outlined in the 
on "Biotechnology in 

the act ion proposE.-d. 

research and training 

Commission's 1983 Communication9 to 
the Community", conte:1in elements 

The elements of this plan are as 

access tc1 t'C1tt.~ rnatel~·ic1ls cl Z:1grj_ctLt-::!_~1~·2l 0ll@ln 

- regulatory regimes 
- intellectual prope:cty r~ights in biotechnoloe;y 
- demonstration projects. 

6. 2 Significant act ion is already being unoertal<en on the first five of 
these. In research and traini.ng and in concertation, a Biotechnology 
Research Action Programme has been est<.-tbl ished for th~ period 19~~5-f\9, 

with an initial budget of 55 million ECU. A ~>ignific:.=:-tnt pPoportion of 
its research elements are relev<:1nt to the <'1gro- food sector, while its 
concet'tation action is helping promote the broad int:::-rdit~ectorate and 
international collaboration needed to bring about agro-industrial 
development. 

At the time this programme was decided upon, Council stated that it would 
be revie1ved during 1986; and the CcJmrnission will shortly be proposing an 
1ncrease in its resources. in line with the 11ew Framework Programme. For 
eJ though this !~·resent d•:.cu~Trent ccJnC·~·r·n-:; detnon~;;tret i•)n J!l'Oj •?cts, it must 
not be f•)~_-·g·::1·ten that H1 this ]t,,.~·~Jl<;:·d~c:-b;;;so;:d, i11ul ti-di se:ipl inary 
technc•lugy ...,~-::h :::.\_<ch wid,:•sp:·e.:::1d JH:lie:.;:;ti~:-n::=, th<~ stPl?n.gth of out~ 
r·es2.:.i.J:'Ch .Jnci tr::=tir~ing 3c·: __ i .=it i_ .. ::'~ ?.r:·J ·:~nr: 2ff£r··l~i.vr=:ni~Ss of our, 
concert at ic,n, both tit Communi. ~:y lcve 1 <::~nd ~:; i. th r;ur i"iH11b:~r· States, ar·e 
fundetmentaJ to \)Ur competit:L:·;E~ str<:=,~tgth l\~! :lncreosecJ pr0gr.:-::mme ~~,iJl be 
justific:_.d both 1n term-= cf the pr·oven successes of our· Siomolecular 
Engineering Programme, and in terms of the growing future ne2ds, e.g. for 
concertation, contextual measures and infrastructure in all their aspects 
- including data-banks, information systems and associated developments, 
where the scale of need is just coming into focus. 

----------------
9 

COM <83) 672/2 and ANNEX, 4 October 1983. 
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6.3 The Commission has proposed10 new regimes for sugar and starch that would 
make these raw materials of agricultural origin available for non-food 
industrial use in the Community at prices closer to those enjoyed by the 
industry's main competitors. These changes are essential to make 
investment within the Community attractive in those industrial 'projects 
of most interest to agriculture, namely projects that demand large inputs 
of starch and sugar. It was therefore a major step forward for European 
biotechnology, and for Europe • s agriculture and industry, when the 
Council on 25 March 1986 adopted new regimes. 

6. 4 The Commission services are developing a common approach to regulatory 
regimes for biotechnology which will both enable agro-industrial 
development to be based on the whole Community market, and at the same 
time ensure adequate protection of man, animals and the environment. It 
is intended that proposals for a regulatory framework will be brought 
forward shortly; and that initiatives should be taken to promote 
harmonisation at the international level as well. 

The regulations and procedures to be developed will relate to the use of 
organisms, to processes, normal discharges and wastes, and to accidents. 

With regard to intellectual property, biotechnology now raises more 
pressingly the question of the patentability of higher organisms and, as 
far as new plant varieties are concerned, overlap with other forms of 
protection, notably plant breeders rights. Important policy issues are 
involved and are being examined by the Commission. 

6.5 Only in the case of demonstration proiects <or rather, mainly pilot and 
exploratory activities, at this stage>, the sixth element of the 
Commission's biotechnology plan, has substantial action been delayed. 
The Commission now intends to prepare proposals for their implementation. 

7. THE NEED FOR PILOT PROJECTS. AND RELATED PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES. TO SHOW 
THE WAY FOR AGRO-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

7.1 Several factors now make it appropriate to resume considet>3t ion of pi lot 
projects, and for related preparatory activities, in biotechnology. 
Amongst these factors may be cited: 

the need to demonstrate new possibilities and new directions for the 
evolution of european agriculture 

the recognition by investors and industrialists of 
time-scales and the uncertainties associated with some 
biotechnological innovations; 

the long 
types of 

.: the need, declared by the European Council, to give environmental 
protection policy the dimension of an essential component of the 
economic, industrial, agricultural and social policies implemented by 
the Community and by its Member States; 

the need to provide a basis for accurate economic C.issessment of 
investment options; 

1° COM <85) 433 final, 
COM (85) 344 final. 
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- the need to dem•mstrate that, provided that due t:occount is taker; of 
the above factors, a "New deal" for European biotechnology 15 

possible, as a result of the progress of research and the initiatives 
being latmched by the Community to improve the contextual conditions. 

7.2 The word "pilot'' is used for convenience: the projects are foreseen as a 
direct follow-up of research results already <:iC:hi,~ved, and now ready or 
nearly so <subject to suitable health and environmental prec~~1tions being 
taken> for testing or confirming in realistic agricultural and industrial 
conditions. The activities envisaged m.::ty include: 

stricti y "demonstration" projects which <in th~ well- established 
usage of the Community's existing programme of energy demonstration 
projects) follow successful R&D <including pilot plants), and 
ilnmediately precede commercialization; l'esp,;nding to specific needs 
such as testing at industrial scc:1le, c:n1d ass.:·~·c_;ing the prospects for 
econom1c viability; 

trial projects for· 
general application. 
"feasibility testing" 

testing 
Hence 

and improvenh?nt 
the~>e pr-e• j ects couJ.d also 

pr1or 
b•? of 

to 

Preparatory actions must include appropriate pl'ic.r assessment of the 
potential environmental imp<:icts of ~-;uch projects, incluciing cost-benefit 
analysis procedures \&lhi ch t<:1J-:e accc•unt also o:;_ erw it·onmental d<:Jmage 
costs. 

7. 3 The follor,l}ing are examplec. of areas Hl which the projects could be 
encouraged: 

greenhouse and field trials of candidc:1te crops at the l'esearch stage, 
particularly of crops develpped 1n whole or 1n part by novel 
techniques of gene transfer .::11;d Hn·c•ugh S•:•rnz,,c: lonc.-:tl \.J,:tr·i.::'t .ic•n, .::1nG of 
plants with new properties conferred by new dSsociations with 
mycorrhizae, or plants developed for lov1 inpu~ requirements, in ·~·rcier 
to test their suitability for larger scale tri3ls or industrial 
processing; 

tric:1l <.1t farm level oj such CcilX.lidate cr0ps;, tho:1t hi:!V>: alree;ciy shown 
promise 1n trial plots, to test agronomic performance, pest 
resistance, suitability f<)r industrie:1l p1'r_"~·e-::;:-oln:_s, etc. under· 
different practical and least cost conditions; 

resource surveys of land quality in the Community by climatic zone to 
assess its suitability for alternative crops Cdeveloping and using the 
new soil map produced by the ~,gricul tural research p:'og:'.::,mme, and the 
FAST Studies of the long-term use of 1'enew<:1ble natur·al resmwce 
systems, "SYRENA"l; 

studies to <:1scertain the scope for 
technology to all aspects of farming, 
the improvement of profitability; 

the application of informe;tion 
including <but not limited to> 

trials of whole-crop harvesting, fractionation and refinery systems at 
farm and district level to develop methods for recovering ,:;1ll the 
botanical elements of crops and of agricultural wastes and converting 
them i11to forms suitable for downstream use, for example the recovery 
of lcnu-grade wood and other cellUH,sic fr'ac~:ions and their 
pretreatment to render them suitable for hydrolysis; 
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trials of new systems capable of using agricultural products and 
wastes throughout the year, for example multi-purpose fermentation and 
downstream processing systems that can operate on a variety of 
feedstocks, and produce a variety of products; 

trials of new biotechnology-based processes for adding value to 
agricultural products, especially those botanical elements that are 
currently discarded; 

trials of new biotechnology-based processes for adding value to animal 
products, e.g. to improve via new genetics or nutritional innovations, 
the performance of pigs; enzymatic modification of milk proteins to 
obtain new functional properties; and a wide range of other 
possibilities across the whole of animal rearing and animal products; 

pilot projects which have as their objective the adaptation of food 
processing technology through new biotechnology-based processes to use 
indigenous rather than imported raw materials; 

assessment of new processes based on biotechnology for the production 
of <:1l ternative chemicals based on carbohydrate rather than fossil 
hydrocarbon resources and of their potential risks for the 
environment; 

trials of biotechnological processes using natur<:1l 1 ipids as r~iw 

materials to manufacture non-food products; 

the development of generic methodologies to assess the effects on the 
environment of projects or programmes <in accordance with the lines 
indicated by Directive 85/3371 and concer11ing in particular the 
possible consequences of the use or, a fortiori, deliberate release in 
the environment of genetically modified organisms. 

7.~ Of particular interest might be 

- projects of special relevance to the problems and possibilities of 
Mediterranean agriculture, or of regions with specific disadvantages 
to which biotechnology might offer a contritmtion: 

- projects indicating how less familiar crops, of potential relevance 
to the objectives and requirements indicated 1n the ear11er 
sections, could be brought towards economic viability <e.g. flax, 
bitter lupin, cuphea, jojoba, guayule, medicinal plants, a~j many 
others i. 

7. 5 The projects should typically combine the use of biotechnology and other 
advanced technologies, usually in conjunction with traditional skills and 
techniques, to produce products under acceptable economic conditions with 
a contribution to the objectives of cost reduction, diversification, 
marketing and quality, new outlets, and environmental concerns. The 
projects must have a sound scientific basis, and must be economic, taking 
full account of environmental requirements. 

The Community contribution will be only partial, and will be an incentive 
to overcome threshold costs. Calls for proposals will be related to 
clearly defined themes with criteria for assessment. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

The ultimate aim is to establish a long-term programme of 
biotechnology-related pilot projects to stimulate agro-industrial 
~~'f?\le-lo}Jtnent:, follo{1Ji!1g up ti-.(! d£:Clt:~~7.'rJti.on made· :--rc--v.i.c.·usly by the 
Cc.Hn~niss~uJ J

1 
fd its Cutt:IT!Ul ti~.:.:? t: .. -)'1 tc· C<:;;_:_r~c~~.l :'1-~ '4 ! ~::, iJr.J-lernc..lrjt-~~t :~-Jn cf it~-; 

tt:emol~c:nCJum. "Towards ,3 Eu<··cp2cln T2chno l_(.:.s:cdl Cor~,r.tuni ty", .:-;no in 
c<Ccordance 1'1ith the needs outlined in the Gr·een Paper and subsequent 
agricultural papers. 

It 1s therefore the intention of the Commission to complete an 
already-started process of extensive consultation, in order to define 1n 
depth: needs, targets, risks and se:c=tle of finance and <:6sessment 
criteria for future pilot, trial and demonstration action~ The content 
of the intendeci programme is coherer1t with the guidelines-' published by 
the Commission regara1ng the future Framework Programme 11987-1991 >; 
which include for Biotechnology and Agro-Industrial technologies an 
estimate of 350-460m. ECU. 

These ic.ieC:Is will be further developed through meetings with interested 
bodies, inclua1ng scientific, agricultural, industrial and environmental 
bodies at Eut'opean level, and in the Member E:t.::ttes. The Commission will 
also consider the publication 1n the Official Journal of a "call for 
expressions of interest", which, vlhile not binding on the respondents, 
will <:1id in the Pt'eparation of the progrc:tmme proposal. 

All industrial and other errter~rises able to use animal, plant and forest 
p:'ociucts cr 1.!J3~;tes fo:r tr·an~"'forrrlr3t Lon ir!tC, lc•c~d. Ctnci n~=ln-food produr~ts, 
-:::\~·~d firm~-:; ::::.r-•ecialisj_n.'5 ~.r. ~-;-~~_: .::ir:·r~li~.:.~::~ti·::n ~-)f r=.-Jotechnology 1~c, 

d;.3'l"'icuJ. tu1·al .~~nd indus tt·ia~ :-~) ··._~di.lC t i C)n 1:.~.1,_-:r-.n~q~JE·~~· ( t? .. s. for pr·nvirij ng 
sul)stitutf·s for the us:=' of cherr~i.-::-:-i~:;, ~~.;.· l·~-~1"' mc~K:r:g use of certa}n 
~~J2~-t~s'; will be invit~:!O to r;-:.:.:1.ize knc:.\·il'l th~-~j.r· futUJ'!:: n~eds .:-1nd th£Jir ideds~ 

The programme will !)c designed tc• r·::inforc:e cc.'l:DJlJJ'Iity pol i.•.:·i·~s in thi~; 
area, building upon the existing policy for agriculture and activities i11 
biotechnology, taking full account of Community envirc·nmente:,l pol icy, and 
taking full acivarrtage of the progressive deve lc•prnent of a common intet'nal 
market. 

In the prepc:1ration of options for this progr,::~mme, the Commission will 
also seek to assess the likely impact of the c;:.-:clectt·d actions upon the 
inter-regional bc:Jlance of agricultural <:~n6 of industrial activities in 
the Community. 

The Cornmi::-.sion intends tc• presE•nt, befcwe the (ond of the year, .::1 proposc:Jl 
for deu.s1on on a pr·ogt'amme to implement the ideas presented in this 
Discussion Paper. 

The Council and Pc:~r·lii:\rr•ent ·~lr'e invited ;:1-t this stc:1ge to offer their 
reactions to the ideas presented in this Discussion Paper. 

11 
COM<85)530, September 1985, ''Implementation of the Commission's Memorandum 

"Towards a European Technological Community" 
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FIG 1 
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FIG. . 2 
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